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Recent transport experiments have revealed the activation of longitudinal magnetoresistance of
Weyl semimetals in the quantum limit, suggesting the breakdown of chiral anomaly in a strong
magnetic field. Here we provide a general mechanism for gapping the zeroth chiral Landau levels
applicable for both Dirac and Weyl semimetals. Our result shows that the zeroth Landau levels
anticross when the magnetic axis is perpendicular to the Dirac/Weyl node separation and when
the inverse magnetic length l−1B is comparable to the node separation scale ∆k. The induced bulk
gap increases rapidly beyond a threshold field in Weyl semimetals, but has no threshold and is
non-monotonic in Dirac systems due to the crossover between l−1B > ∆k and l
−1
B < ∆k regions. We
also find that the Dirac and possibly Weyl systems host counterpropagating edge states between
the zeroth Landau levels, leading to a state with metallic side walls and zero Hall conductance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Chiral anomaly has recently brought much excitement
to condensed matter physics. One of the most striking
phenomena is the negative magnetoresistance in topo-
logical semimetals in which charges are predicted to flow
between two Weyl nodes in the presence of parallel elec-
tric and magnetic fields1. Since its proposal, signifi-
cant experimental progress has been made to observe the
chiral anomalous effect in solid state systems including
Dirac2–4 and Weyl5,6 semimetals. This excitement has
been pushed further by a recent transport experiment
on Weyl semimetal TaAs in the extreme quantum limit7.
Surprisingly, it was found that the anticipated negative
longitudinal magnetoresistance started to breakdown at
large magnetic field (B ∼ 50 T), implying a gap opening
and the loss of chiral anomaly. A second surprise is that
the exponential rise in resistivity saturates at low tem-
perature and the saturated resistivity decreases at even
higher field strength (B ∼ 80 T)7. Gap opening has also
been suggested in other Weyl materials such as TaP8 and
previous numerical studies also support similar ideas9,10.
In this paper, we provide a generic mechanism for the
field induced gap which can be commonly applied to both
Dirac and Weyl semimetals. The idea is that in the pres-
ence of a magnetic field, Weyl Landau levels (LL) are
formed and disperse along the magnetic axis. Because
of their chiral nature, the zeroth LLs between a Weyl
pair cross when the field is perpendicular to the node
separation ∆kW . As discussed in Ref.
8, the crossing
spectrum opens a gap when the inverse magnetic length
scale l−1B becomes comparable to ∆kW . We show be-
low that this anticrossing is a consequence of the hy-
bridization of zeroth LLs by nonlinear ladder operator
couplings in the Hamiltonian. This idea can be extended
to Dirac semimetals. The interesting point is that, in
Dirac semimetals, Zeeman coupling provides an addi-
tional node separation scale ∆kZ . Since ∆kZ ∝ B and
l−1B ∝
√
B, a transition from ∆kZ < l
−1
B to ∆kZ > l
−1
B
takes place by increasing the field strength, giving rise
to interesting field dependence of the induced gap in
Dirac semimetals. Furthermore, we find that the bulk
gap can support counterpropagating edge states due to
the conservation of pseudospin of the Dirac Hamiltonian,
so that a novel state that is metallic only on the side walls
emerges.
In the following, we detail our analysis by connect-
ing with realistic materials. Section II and section III
show the zeroth LL anticrossing effects in Weyl and Dirac
semimetals, respectively. Section IV discuss the metallic
side walls emerged in these two systems and then we sum-
marize our findings in the Conclusion. Additional details
about these effects and the derivations are provided in
the appendix.
II. GAPPING OF CHIRAL LLS IN WEYL
SEMIMETALS
To start with, consider the low-energy effective Weyl
Hamiltonian
HW (~k) = ~
(
M − dk2x
)
σx + ~vykyσy + ~vzkzσz, (1)
which describes two Weyl points separated along kˆx at
~kW,χ = (χ
√
M/d, 0, 0) with χ = ±1 denoting the chiral-
ity. The linear energy spectrum near each Weyl point is
E0,χ(~k = ~kW,χ + ~q) = ±~
√
v2x,χq
2
x + v
2
yq
2
y + v
2
zq
2
z +O(q
2)
with vx,χ = ∓2
√
Md. It is understood that tilting of the
Weyl cone to the type-II regime can produce an alter-
native gapping mechanism of the LLs11. We focus our
discussion to the type-I Weyl spectrum and do not in-
clude any tilt effect in this paper.
The chiral LLs anticross when a magnetic field is ap-
plied perpendicular to the Weyl node separation. To il-
lustrate this, consider ~B ‖ kˆz ⊥ ∆~kW and the gauge
~A = B(−y, 0, 0). Under Peierls’ substitution, we have
HW (~k) → HW,⊥(~k) = HW (~k + e ~A/~). kz is still a good
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FIG. 1. (a) LLs of a Weyl system with two nodes separated
along kˆx. ~B ‖ kˆz is applied perpendicular to the node sepa-
ration. B = 40 T and the system parameters are described
in the text. A gap opens between the chiral LLs when l−1B
is comparable to the Weyl node separation ∆kW . Dashed
line depicts the crossing dispersion at small field. (b) The
gap increases monotonically and non-perturbatively with the
field strength. The onset field scale is ∼ O(~∆k2W /e). (c)
Schematics showing the four pairs of W1 nodes on kz = 0
plane in TaAs .
quantum number, while kx and ky are quantized in terms
of the ladder operators:
kx − eBy~ + ξ
√
M
d
=
√
vy
|vx|
1√
2lB
(a† + a),
ky =
√
|vx|
vy
1√
2lB
(−ia† + ia). (2)
lB =
√
~/eB is the magnetic length, and a and a† are re-
sponsible for LL quantization. ξ can be ±1 and ξ√M/d
just shifts the cyclotron center. The overall Hamiltonian
with ~B ⊥ ∆~kW (and ξ = +1) becomes:
HW,⊥(kz) = ~vzkzσz +
~
√
2|vx|vy
lB
(
σ+a+ σ−a†
)
−~|vx|vy
8Ml2B
σx
(
a† + a
)2
. (3)
The first two terms give the LL Hamiltonian for a sin-
gle Weyl point. The zeroth chiral LL state is |ψn=0〉 =
|↓, n = 0〉 with the negative dispersion En=0 = −~vzkz.
(Alternatively, we could pick ξ = −1 so that σ± → σ∓,
after which |ψn=0〉 = |↑, n = 0〉 and En=0 = +~vzkz.)
The last term in Eq. (3) contains nonlinear ladder oper-
ators and is responsible for the hybridization between
the opposite chiral LLs. It becomes significant when
l−1B ∆k
−1
W ∼ O(
√|vx|/vy). For Weyl nodes with approx-
imately isotropic Fermi velocities, this nonlinear mixing
cannot be ignored when l−1B ∼ ∆kW . Note that this
nonlinear effect does not appear when the magnetic field
is applied parallel to the Weyl node separation (see Ap-
pendix C).
Figure 1(a) presents the LLs of the Weyl system by di-
agonalizing Eq. (3) numerically. Parameters are chosen
to qualitatively resemble the band structure of TaAs12,13
(see below). For small field strength, the zeroth LLs orig-
inated from the Weyl pair form a crossing spectrum with
an exponentially small gap. When the field increases to
B ≈ 10 T (corresponding to l−1B ≈ 0.36∆kW ), a visible
gap ∆ starts to appear as shown in Fig. 1(b). ∆ in-
creases monotonically with B within the model (with a
slope ∼ evy/∆kW ) and is non-perturbative as indicated
by the activation of ∆ at finite B values.
We now discuss this anticrossing effect specifically for
TaAs. In TaAs, there are two classes of Weyl nodes:
W1 and W2. We focus on W1 nodes first and the dis-
cussion for W2 nodes will follow. There are 4 pairs of
W1 nodes sitting on kz = 0 plane and they are related
by mirror symmetry [Fig. 1(c)]. The two nodes in each
pair are very close to each other and are separated by
either kx = 0 or ky = 0 plane
12,14. We can model two
adjacent nodes with Eq. (1) by taking the parameters
~vy = 1.59 eVA˚, ~M = 0.045 eV and ~d = 156 eVA˚2,
corresponding to a node separation ∆kW = 0.034 A˚
−1
and an energy gap of 0.09 eV at ~k = 0. Applying ~B ‖ kˆz
corresponds to the perpendicular field situation [Eq. (3)]
for all 4 Weyl pairs and consequently, gaps out all the
zeroth LLs when l−1B ≈ ∆kW . Chiral anomalous effects
shall break down when ∆/2 is greater than the chemical
potential µ. Typically, µ ∼ 20−30 meV in TaAs, the sys-
tem becomes insulating when ∆ > 2µ ∼ 40−60 meV, cor-
responding to B ∼ 50− 70 T [Fig. 1(b)]. This threshold
scale agrees qualitatively with the observed field strength
above which the anomalous conductivity disappears in
TaAs7. A parallel analysis can be applied to the remain-
ing 8 pairs of W2 nodes that share a similar node struc-
ture but are off the kz = 0 plane. While the values for
∆(B) depends on band structure details, the anticrossing
effect should be qualitatively the same.
When ~B ‖ kˆx (or kˆy), the field is perpendicular to
2 pairs of W1 nodes and parallel to the other 2 pairs.
Thus, only 2 W1 pairs of zeroth LLs can be gapped. In
fact, an enormous field is required to gap out the W1
nodes due to anisotropic Fermi velocities in TaAs. With
vx ∼ vy ∼ 10vz for W1 nodes14, a sizeable gap demands
l−1B ∼ ∆kW
√
vx/vz, meaning that the field requirement
becomes ten times larger compared to the ~B ‖ kˆz case.
Hence, chiral anomaly is not expected to breakdown with
a realistic field strength when ~B ‖ kˆx,y.
III. LL ANTICROSSING IN DIRAC
SEMIMETALS
The situation becomes very different in Dirac semimet-
als because of the additional momentum scale attributed
by Zeeman coupling. If we ignore any Zeeman effect, the
Dirac node is just a superposed copy of two Weyl nodes
with opposite chirality. With two Dirac nodes separated
by ∆kD, a field ~B ⊥ ∆~kD can gap out the zeroth LLs
between the two nodes when l−1B ≈ ∆kD, just like the
3(a) (b) 
FIG. 2. Upper panels: (a) Gap opening between zeroth LLs
in a Dirac semimetal with two Dirac nodes separated along
kˆz. ~B ‖ kˆx. Zeeman coupling splits each Dirac node by
∆kZ ∝ B, which is dominated by l−1B for small B, thus open-
ing a gap even in the weak field limit (solid line). If Zeeman
coupling is ignored, the Dirac system will behave like two
copies of Weyl systems and require a large field to create a
gap (dashed blue line). (b) Non-monotonic field dependence
when the node separation ∆kZ ∝ B/
√
M0 is enhanced by re-
ducing M0 → M0/4. To explain the non-monotonic field de-
pendence, lower panels plot the crossover between ∆kZ and
l−1B . The crossover points provide the field scale above which
∆ no longer increases monotonically with B. System param-
eters are detailed in the text.
case of Weyl semimetals. However, the presence of Zee-
man coupling splits each Dirac node by a scale ∆kZ ∝ B,
which is much less than ∆kD and more importantly, can
be surpassed by l−1B even in the weak field regime. The
crossover between the two scales ∆kZ and l
−1
B brings in
non-monotonic behaviors for the gap as shown below.
Consider the effective four-band model applicable for
Dirac semimetals such as Na3Bi
15 and Cd3As2
16:
HD(~k) =

M(~k) v‖k+ 0 b∗(~k)
v‖k− −M(~k) b∗(~k) 0
0 b(~k) M(~k) −v‖k−
b(~k) 0 −v‖k+ −M(~k)
 . (4)
The Hamiltonian is expanded around the Γ point in
the basis of |s 1
2
, 12 〉, |p 32 ,
3
2 〉, |s 12 ,−
1
2 〉 and |p 32 ,−
3
2 〉, and
M(~k) = M0 − M1k2z − M2(k2x + k2y). Crystal symme-
try protects each Dirac node from intermixing by en-
forcing b(~k) ∼ O(k3) such that HD is block-diagonal
up to O(k2). When neglecting higher order terms b(~k),
Eq. (4) describes two Dirac nodes separated along kˆz at
~kD = (0, 0,±
√
M0/M1). Just like the Weyl semimetal
analysis, we have dropped any identity term that could
tilt the Dirac spectrum, since it is not important to the
LL anticrossing effect.
Applying ~B ⊥ kˆz, we have the Zeeman coupling:
HZ =
µB
2
 0 0 gsB− 00 0 0 gpB−gsB+ 0 0 0
0 gpB+ 0 0
 . (5)
B± = Bx ± iBy, µB is the Bohr magneton and gs(p) is
effective g-factor for the s(p) band2,17. HZ splits each
Dirac node along kˆz by the scale ∆kZ ∼ B/
√
M0M1 (see
Appendix A). Since ~B is perpendicular to the node sep-
aration, the zeroth LLs cross and open a gap depending
on the ratios l−1B /∆kZ and l
−1
B /∆kD. Below we convert
the momenta to ladder operators and numerically diago-
nalize the total Hamiltonian.
Figure 2(a) plots the zeroth LL gap as a function of
field strength with ~B ‖ kˆx. We choose the parame-
ters M0 = −0.087 eV, M1 = −10.64 eVA˚2, M2 =
−10.36 eVA˚2, v‖ = 2.46 eVA˚ based on band structure
calculation for Na3Bi
15, and take gs = 18 and gp = 2
according to reported values2,17. Since the Dirac nodes
are far apart (∆kD ∼ 0.18 A˚−1), it requires a large field
to gap out the zeroth LLs between them [dashed line
in Fig. 2(a)]. On the other hand, a gap immediately
opens due to the strong mixing of zeroth LLs between
the Zeeman split nodes. This is because the split node
separation ∆kZ is always less than l
−1
B in the weak field
limit. Different from the Weyl situation, a large field is
not needed to open a sizeable ∆ in Dirac semimetals. We
remark that this LL anticrossing effect is different from
another gapping mechanism due to the crystal rotational
symmetry breaking (see Appendix B).
There is a crossover between the two scales l−1B and
∆kZ at large field. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b), by reducing
the parameter M0, which in turn enhances the node sep-
aration (∆kZ ∝ B/
√
M0), ∆ declines at large field, lead-
ing to a overall non-monotonic field dependence. This
non-monotonic trend is sensitive to system parameters
and it will be easier to probe in systems with a high
∆kZ/B ratio.
IV. EDGE STATES
The creation of bulk gaps allows interesting surface
states in both semimetals. Since the gaps happen be-
tween the zeroth LLs, topologically protected edge states
are not expected. However, gapless edge modes are possi-
ble when the system possesses a conserved quantity. For
example, spin-filtered edge states are formed in graphene
in the quantum Hall (QH) regime due to the spin conser-
vation18. We find that, to a good approximation, such
a conserved quantity exists in Dirac semimetals, leading
to counterpropagating edge modes with opposite pseu-
dospin polarizations.
To explore the energy spectrum near the boundary, we
augment both Hamiltonian Eq. (1) and (4) with a hard-
wall boundary parallel to the field, just like the usual QH
4E(kx=0)[meV] 
(a) 
E(kz=0)[meV] 
(b) 
μ 
FIG. 3. Energy spectrum near the boundaries of the (a) Dirac
and (b) Weyl systems both at B = 30 T. Same parame-
ters used as in Fig. 2 and Fig. 1. The field is perpendicular
to the node separations. (a) Counterpropagating edge states
between the zeroth LLs. Up to O(k2), the pseudospin of the
Dirac Hamiltonian is conserved, thus allowing the formation
of gapless edge modes. (b) Due to the lack of a conserved
quantity in Weyl semimetals, the edge is gapped between the
zeroth LLs. Depending on parameter details, the edge gap
∆E can be smaller than the bulk gap ∆ and a metallic sur-
face is still possible in Weyl semimetals when ∆E < |µ| < ∆
(dashed line).
treatment19. In the Dirac case, we consider ~B ‖ kˆx and a
hard-wall potential that forces the wave function to van-
ish for z < 0. Using the real space representation, the
Hamiltonian is diagonalized numerically as a function of
kx and ky. The resultant zeroth LLs form cyclotron or-
bits peaked around z = r0 = kyl
2
B . The Weyl system is
solved in the same way by switching kx and kz axes. Note
that changing the boundary orientation merely modifies
the cyclotron center and does not affect our findings be-
low.
Figure 3(a) shows the Dirac LLs at kx = 0 near the
system edge. At B = 30 T, the bulk LLs are doubly
degenerate, because there are two Dirac points at differ-
ent kz. This degeneracy is lifted as the cyclotron center
approaches the boundary, and interestingly, one upper
and one lower zeroth LLs cross. This means that when
µ < ∆, the surface is metallic with two counterpropagat-
ing edge modes. The edge modes persist even for a larger
field strength. They are different from those lying out-
side the zeroth LL gap, which belong to the conventional
QH edge states.
The absence of anticrossing of the counterpropagat-
ing modes originates from the conserved pseudospin of
the Dirac Hamiltonian. This can be understood by
rewriting Eq. (4-5) as HD + HZ = v‖kxΓ3 − v‖kyΓ4 +
M(~k)Γ5 + µBBx [(gs − gp)Γ14 + (gs + gp)Γ23] /4, up to
O(k2). Since [Γ23, HD + HZ ] = 0 at kx = 0, Γ23 = σxτ0
is conserved (σ and τ act on the pseudospin and orbital
bases, respectively). The upper and lower branches of the
zeroth LLs take different eigenvalues of Γ23 and thus can
cross near the edge. Higher order terms b(~k) in Eq. (4)
could modify the commutation relation, after which Γ23
is no longer conserved and a tiny gap (< 1 meV) could
open at the edge (see Appendix A).
We can alternatively understand the protection of the
gapless surface states using the mirror symmetry. The
low-energy Dirac Hamiltonian has a rotational symmetry
about the z-axis, which, upon the application of Bx, is re-
duced to a mirror symmetry about the yz plane. In fact,
the conserved quantity σxτ0 together with kx → −kx con-
stitute the mirror reflection about the yz plane. Thus, at
kx = 0, the upper and lower zeroth LLs can be labeled
by opposite mirror eigenvalues, and the corresponding
surface bands can cross.
Since a Weyl system does not have a conserved quan-
tity, the edge is generally gapped [Fig. 3(b)] whose size
depends on system details. However, if the Weyl points
are not significantly perturbed away from the Dirac node
that has a conserved quantity, the edge gap will not be
as sizeable as the bulk gap. In this case, µ can reside
within the bulk gap but lie outside the edge gap, leading
to a metallic surface state. The evolution of the edge gap
with the field can be found in the Appendix D.
The presence of metallic side walls could potentially ex-
plain a number of surprising observations about the mag-
netoresistance of TaAs7. It was observed that the longi-
tudinal resistance became thermally activated at 50 T
but saturated at low temperature. Above 80 T, the satu-
rated low temperature resistivity declined. We attribute
the resistivity saturation to the metallic surface state.
By adjusting parameters, it is possible for our model to
have an insulating bulk at an onset field 50 T and a sur-
face metal between 50 T and 70 T D. Furthermore, the
surprising resistivity drop at 80 T could be explained by
the following scenario. Suppose initially the W1 nodes
have metallic surfaces and W2 nodes are gapped. Ref.7
shows evidence for a bulk phase transition at 80 T, which
can cause changes in parameters for W2 nodes such that
the edge gap is reduced and µ moves from inside to out-
side the gap. This may explain the resistivity drop which
is unexpected because phase transitions typically involve
gap openings in the bulk.
We stress that different from topological insulators, our
system is metallic only on the side walls and the top
and bottom surfaces are still insulating. A conductivity
measurement using Corbino geometry, i.e. attach a lead
to the center of the top surface, should be able to confirm
this bulk insulating property. We further remark that
our surface state is not topological and is unrelated to
the Fermi arc since we are in the high field regime.
The properties of our state show interesting resem-
blance to those in 3D QH systems by stacking QH lay-
ers20–22. Both situations have the emergence of bulk gaps
and metallic side walls. A main distinction is that our
state is fully 3D and does not rely on weak interlayer
couplings as in stacked QH systems. Another crucial dif-
ference is that the surface states in QH layers are chiral,
which give rise to the quantized Hall conductance for
each layer. Our counterpropagating surface states are
not chiral and there should be no net Hall effect. In this
5regard, we can view our state as a 3D QH state with a
Hall conductance “quantized” to be zero.
V. CONCLUSION
Our study provides a generic and clear picture for the
anticrossing effect between zeroth LLs in Dirac and Weyl
semimetals. The induced gap is controlled by the ra-
tio between l−1B and Dirac/Weyl node separations. In
Weyl semimetals, the gap requires a sufficiently large
field, whereas in Dirac semimetals, the gap is visible even
in the weak field limit. Our result provides possible ex-
planations for the experimentally observed breakdown of
chiral anomaly, the low temperature resistivity satura-
tion and the subsequent drop of magnetoresistance in
Weyl semimetals. The predicted metallic side walls with
a bulk gap should be testable by conductivity measure-
ments in Corbino geometry. Dirac semimetal is a better
platform to probe these effects because the surface states
are gapless due to the pseudospin conservation.
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Appendix A: Node shift and pseudospin
conservation
We provide more detail about the node shift and pseu-
dospin conservation in Dirac semimetals. We start from
a generic four band Hamiltonian respecting time reversal
and inversion symmetry and then discuss the particular
Hamiltonian applicable for Na3Bi and Cd3As2.
Consider a general 4 × 4 matrix for a Dirac system
expanded around a Dirac node with ~q = ~k − ~kD:
HD(~q) =
5∑
i=1
bi(~q)Γi, (A1)
The representation for Γi is not important regarding the
node shift and conservation quantity. Here we can take
Γ1 = σ1τ1, Γ2 = σ2τ1, Γ3 = σ3τ1, Γ4 = σ0τ2 and
Γ5 = σ0τ3, and under time reversal and inversion trans-
formations, Γ1,2,3,4 are odd and Γ5 is even. Each bi(~q)
can either be zero or expandable in terms of ~q.
We want to find a perturbation ∆H, which splits the
Dirac node, and more importantly, is a conserved quan-
tity. Specifically, suppose the node is split along ∆~q, we
then apply an external field ~B ⊥ ∆~q, so that the zeroth
Landau level is gapped in the bulk along qB = ~q · ~B. At
qB = 0, we require:
[HD(~q + e ~A/~),∆H]|qB=0 = 0. (A2)
By doing so, at qB = 0, the upper and lower zeroth
Landau levels corresponds to two different eigenvalues of
∆H. Since ∆H is a conserved quantity, these two bands
do not mix and thus form counterpropagating gapless
edge excitations.
Without loss of generosity, we can consider ∆H =
uΓ23. Before we turn on the magnetic field, the eigenen-
ergies are:
E = ±
√
b22 + b
2
3 +
(√
b21 + b
2
4 + b
2
5 ± u
)2
. (A3)
Point or line degenerate solutions can occur at
0 = b2(~q)
0 = b3(~q)
u2 = b1(~q)
2 + b4(~q)
2 + b5(~q)
2. (A4)
When they are independent, these three equations de-
scribe a pair of Weyl node solution split from the Dirac
point. If two of them are dependent and have the same
solution, it corresponds to a linenode solution.
In order to satisfy Eq. (A2) after the magnetic field is
on, we have the requirement:
0 = b2(qB = 0)
0 = b3(qB = 0), (A5)
sine other terms commute with ∆H. This is possible if
b2(~q) and b3(~q) are dependent and proportional to qB .
In this case, we have a linenode solution and Γ23 is con-
served. On the other hand, if b2(~q) and b3(~q) are indepen-
dent, Eq. (A5) cannot be fulfilled, the system does not
have a conserved quantity and the edge will be gapped.
From the general analysis above, by perturbing a Dirac
node, we either have a linenode situation with a con-
served quantity and thus a gapless edge, or the Weyl
splitting scenario without a conserved quantity. In the
following, we explicitly consider the Dirac Hamiltonian
applicable for Na3Bi and Cd3As2.
1. Dirac semimetal with Zeeman perturbation
Up to O(k2), the Dirac semimetal Hamiltonian in
Eq. (4) has:
bi(~k) = {0, 0, Akx,−Aky,M0 −M1k2z −M2(k2x + k2y)}
= {0, 0, Aqx,−Aqy,−2
√
M0M1qz}+O(q2), (A6)
and the Zeeman perturbation due to the Bx field is:
∆H =
(gs + gp)µBB
2
Γ23, (A7)
where another Zeeman term ∝ Γ14 is dropped for sim-
plicity here (including it does not change the structure of
6B=50T 
μ 
B=60T B=70T B=80T 
B=50T B=60T B=70T B=80T 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(a) 
(b) 
FIG. 4. Evolution of the edge gaps in the Weyl semimetal model using different system parameters. (a) Same parameters used
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3(b). Both edge and bulk gaps increase with the field strength above 50 T. The metallic side walls with a
bulk gap can happen but for a limited range of field strength. (b) Same Weyl node separation but doubled vx. The metallic
side walls can exist for a larger range of magnetic field. For example, when µ ∼ 11 meV, the bulk becomes insulating at the
onset field 50 T and the surface is metallic between 50 T and 70 T. (c) Field dependence of the bulk gaps for these two system
parameters.
the solution). Since b2 = 0 is automatically satisfied, the
Zeeman perturbation itself leads to a linenode solution
with qx = 0 and A
2q2y + 4M0M1q
2
z = (gs + gp)
2µ2BB
2/4.
When we turn on the orbital coupling, we have a bulk gap
between the zeroth Landau level along qB = qx. Since
Γ23 is conserved at qx = 0, the edge is gapless.
The linenode solution is an artifact due to ignor-
ing the higher order corrections. The linenode de-
generacy could be lifted and become point solutions
by including O(k3) corrections. For example, if we
take b2 ∝ k3y, we will have point degeneracy at k =
(0, 0,±√(M0 ± (gs + gp)µBB/2)/M1), corresponding to
a node shift ∆kZ ∝ µBB/
√
M0M1. The bulk is still
gapped along qx. But, the edge is no longer gapless be-
tween the zeroth LLs, since Γ23 is not conserved. We
have checked numerically that an O(k3) correction gen-
erally results in a tiny edge gap that is less than 1 meV.
The small edge gap reflects the higher order nature of the
correction.
In Na3Bi and Cd3As2, crystal symmetry requires the
O(k3) corrections to take the form: b1 ∝ kz(k2x − k2y)
and b2 ∝ kxkykz. Up to this order of correction, the
conservation conditions given by Eq. (A5) are still satis-
fied. Γ23 is still conserved and the edge remains gapless.
Higher order terms are needed to remove this conserved
quantity.
Appendix B: Alternative gap opening by breaking
crystal rotational symmetry
We contrast our LL anticrossing effect with another
gapping mechanism in Dirac semimetals. The breaking of
crystal rotational symmetry (such as C3 in Na3Bi
15 and
C4 in Cd3As2
16) can couple opposite Weyl points within
each Dirac node and result in massive Dirac fermions23.
This is commonly understood in terms of the off-diagonal
terms in Eq. (4). By breaking the rotational symme-
try, b1,2(~k) are changed from being a higher correction
∼ βkzk2± to a linear form ∼ β′kz, which then gap out the
Dirac nodes with a gap size ∼ b1,2(~k = ~kD). In our analy-
sis, while the magnetic field can break the rotational sym-
metry, the corresponding gap is rather small. To be spe-
cific, the orbital coupling leads to b(~k)→ βkzA2±e2/~2 ∼
O(βl−3B ). Since βk
3
D .M0, the gap caused by rotational
symmetry breaking is estimated to be . M0
k3Dl
3
B
, which
is about 1 meV at B = 40 T and is an order of mag-
nitude less than our ∆ ∼ 20 meV shown in Fig. 2(a).
In addition to the distinct gap size, our analysis is also
different in that it is generally applicable to both Dirac
and Weyl semimetals with and without crystal symmetry
protection. Our zeroth LL gap stems from the strong hy-
bridization of crossing chiral LLs when l−1B is comparable
to the Dirac/Weyl node separations.
7Appendix C: Weyl semimetal in parallel magnetic
field
In Section II, we show that a bulk gap is induced when
the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the Weyl
node separation. On the other hand, when the magnetic
axis is parallel to the node separation, the zeroth LLs
do not cross and thus no gap opening is anticipated. To
confirm this point, we consider the same Weyl Hamilto-
nian in and apply ~B ‖ kˆx using the gauge ~A = B(0, 0, y).
Under the transformations ky =
1√
2lB
√
vz
vy
(ia† − ia) and
kz +
eBy
~ =
1√
2lB
√
vy
vz
(a† + a), we have
HW,‖(kx) = ~(M − dk2x)σx +
~
√
2vyvz
lB
(
aσx− + a†σx+
)
,
(C1)
where σx± = (σz ∓ iσy)/2. Contrary to the perpendicu-
lar field situation, there is no nonlinear ladder operators
here. The zeroth LL is |ψn=0〉 = |↑〉+|↓〉2 ⊗|n = 0〉 with the
dispersion En=0 = ~(M − dk2x) connecting the two Weyl
points. Increasing the field strength merely increases the
LL spacings. In this case, chiral anomaly related effect
should not be affected.
Appendix D: Field dependence of edge gaps in Weyl
semimetals
Here we present the field dependence of the edge gaps
in Weyl semimetals. We stress that our 2 × 2 quadratic
Hamiltonian is insufficient to produce a quantitative com-
parison with the experimental data. Instead, we show
that our model generally predicts metallic surface states
for a range of magnetic field. The region of metallic sur-
faces is sensitive to system parameters and will certainly
change if we consider a more realistic model. For the
purpose of illustration, we take the simple model used in
Section II and consider two different sets of parameters.
We first consider the same Weyl parameters used in the
main text, i.e. ~vy = 1.59 eVA˚, ~M = 0.045 eV and ~d =
156 eVA˚2, giving the node separation ∆kW = 0.034 A˚
−1
and vx = 5.3 eVA˚. Figure 4(a) plots the edge gaps at
different field strengths. We observe that, depending on
the value of µ, the edge can be metallic for a small region
of field strength and will be insulating upon further in-
creasing the magnetic field. Now, we examine a different
parameter sets by increasing both M and d by a factor
of 2 such that the node separation remains the same but
|vx| = 2
√
Md is doubled. As shown in Figure 4(b), in this
case, the region of surface metal is enlarged and we can
have an insulating bulk and a metallic surface between
50 T and 70 T. This qualitative results demonstrate the
possibility of metallic surface states in Weyl semimetals
for a range of magnetic field.
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